**Fall Enrichment Classes**

**MONDAYS**

**Techno Kids** - Lessons provide a thorough introduction to the Internet. Students apply search strategies, access digital resources, practice Internet safety, and communicate electronically.

**Totally Trending** - It’s DIY central at Adventure Kids with totally cool, hands-on projects such as: Succulents, Soap Factory, Clay Creations, Hydro Dipping, Animals, Recycling, Save the Earth, Hydro-Dipping, DIY Projects and more!

**How Stuff Works** - Kids will be transformed into budding scientists igniting their curiosity as we use our investigation skills to determine how stuff works.

**TUESDAYS**

**Catering Kids** - A cooking class for children! Children learn basic cooking skills, develop math skills, and experience new and different foods. Projects include: Cooking for 1 (mug recipes), Veggie tales, and Chopping Challenges.

**Weird Science** - Children will become Junior Chemists as they explore the shocking, sometimes peculiar, reactions that occur when different types of matter combine. Lava Lamps, Bouncy Balls, Elephant Toothpaste, Fizzy Fun, True or False, Icky Slimey Gross, and more!

**Maker Space** - Invent, explore, and ignite some creativity. Kids will explore and fulfill their curious and imaginative minds through hands on maker projects such as: Frog Robots, STEAM-Bots, Squishy Circuits, Mazes, and more!

**WEDNESDAYS**

**Mixed Media Art** - Things are getting funky at Adventure Kids and we can’t wait! We will be exploring all kinds of fab, funky art such as graffiti, sculptures, blow paintings and more.


**Creative Writing** - Can include: What’s your story?, Candy Bar Stories: Use candy names for people, places, or things in story, Eggciting Writing: Perspective Cards, A Sea of Poetry, High Five: Using Senses, Warm Fuzzy: Emotions, Stand Up Comedy, Dialogue: One Word Write Around.

**THURSDAYS**

**Around the World Through Art** - Explore the world through art, learn the most popular games and traditions of other countries.

**Mental Math**

**Challenge Island** - During this exciting and challenging week of camp children will ignite their creativity and satisfy their natural curiosity by exploring questions and finding solutions to real life challenges.

**FRIDAYS**

**Maker Mania** - Invent, explore, and ignite some creativity. Kids will explore and fulfill their curious and imaginative minds through hands-on maker projects such as: Frog Robots, STEAM-Bots, Squishy Circuits, Mazes, and more!


**Mixed Media Art**